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ABSTRACT
Analyzing binary programs without source code is critical for cybersecurity professionals. This paper presents an undergraduate binary
reverse engineering course design that culminates with a comprehensive binary exploitation competition. Our approach challenges
students to develop tools that automatically detect and exploit program vulnerabilities. We hypothesize that this competition presents
a unique opportunity to exercise the core competencies of binary
reverse engineering. We share our detailed design, labs, experiences, and lessons learned from this course for others to build on
our initial success.
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• Social and professional topics → Model curricula; • Software
and its engineering → Software reverse engineering.
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INTRODUCTION

We exist in an era where attackers can rapidly reverse engineer
binary code, identify vulnerabilities, and weaponize exploits in
days. Such rapid approaches rely heavily on automated reverse
engineering tools that detect bugs and suggest possible exploitation
approaches. For example, on June 8th, 2021, Microsoft released a routine patch that mitigated several low-risk vulnerabilities [34]. The
patch included a fix for a vulnerability in the Windows Print Spooler
that enabled a local low-privilege attacker to gain administrator
permissions [36]. Within a day of Microsoft’s patch, researchers
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reverse-engineered the code to discover a similar vulnerability. The
new vulnerability existed in a nearly identical bug in a different
function in the Print Spooler service. By July 1st, cybersecurity
researchers published a proof-of-concept that enabled attackers
to exploit the bug remotely [37]. Due to the high risk of exploitation in the wild, Microsoft pushed an out-of-band patch within a
week [35]. The new vulnerability was given the PrintNightmare
moniker due to the high risk and exposure. On September 29th,
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) alerted that the Conti Ransomware Group was actively exploiting PrintNightmare against
victims [14]. Further, on November 3rd, CISA added PrintNightmare to the catalog of vulnerabilities in active exploitation against
the federal government [15].
As this previous example shows, analyzing binary code without
source code is a critical skill for cybersecurity professionals [4].
The NSA Cyber Operations outcomes and NICE Workforce Competencies both capture Reverse Engineering as a unique knowledge
unit [38, 41]. However, only limited works have examined how to
teach this skill to students in the classroom [4, 48, 51, 52]. Aycock
et al. argue that this is a direct result of the growing de-emphasis
on assembly programming in computing disciplines [4]. The 2020
ACM Curriculum Recommendations Computing Discipline further
strengthens their argument, failing to introduce any of the core
tasks of reverse engineering, including static analysis, dynamic
analysis, or symbolic execution. We agree with previous works
that argue that we must further examine effective and practical
approaches for teaching reverse engineering [4, 48, 51].
The following paper shares our experiences with an undergraduate course and culminating competition that challenged students to
develop tools that automatically detect and exploit software vulnerabilities. We hypothesize that developing automatic exploitation
tools exercises the core competencies of binary reverse engineering.
We acknowledge that developing these tools initially presents a
daunting task to undergraduate students. Therefore, we methodically design our course materials to inspire student confidence
before approaching this culminating task. This paper makes the
following contributions:
(1) We share our course design, lab materials, and lessons learned
for an undergraduate reverse engineering course that culminates in an automatic exploit generation competition.

(2) To allow other instructors to build on our initial success, we
publish all code, binaries, and virtualization containers for
our labs and competition at https://research.fit.edu/cyber.
Organization: Section 2 investigates previous work on reverse
engineering education and motivates the case for auto-exploit generation competitions. In Section 3, we provide an overview of our
course design and objectives. Section 4 examines our decisions
behind the course infrastructure and labs. Section 5 presents the
design, implementation, and student results from the competition.
Section 6 offers insight and examines future challenges. Section 7
summarizes our conclusions.
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BACKGROUND

Our paper advocates for integrating an automatic exploitation competition into a reverse engineering course. As such, we first review
previous approaches for teaching reverse engineering. Further, we
discuss the DARPA Cyber Grand Challenge results, the first entirely
autonomous cyber warfare exercise.

2.1

Reverse Engineering Education Approaches

Previous works [4, 48, 51, 52] have explored approaches for reverse
engineering education. These approaches predominately rely on
the Capture-The-Flag (CTF) challenges [12, 13]. In standard CTF
competitions, students race to solve computer security challenges
which reveal success in the form of a flag [12]. Burns et al. analyzed
3,600 capture-the-flag challenges over five years (2011-2016) to observe trends [11]. They documented that reverse engineering CTF
challenges required students to exercise static and dynamic analysis. The majority of static analysis challenges required students
to disassemble Linux ELF binary programs into x86 or AMD64 assembly code and analyze the program’s intent. Further, dynamic
analysis challenges required the students to step through program
execution, observing and setting variables at various breakpoints
to alter execution. Aycock et al. presented a series of these challenges to teach reverse engineering that advances students from
tool familiarity to analyzing malicious code in sandbox environments [4]. However, Stricklan and O’Connor argued that leveraging
CTF challenges in the classroom can lead to unintended cooperation in the era of virtual education and presented an approach
for dynamically creating unique binary challenges [51]. To this
end, Taylor and Collberg presented an online tool for obfuscating binaries to present unique CTF challenges [17, 52]. However,
these approaches have predominately focused exclusively on static
or dynamic analysis methods for reverse engineering. In contrast,
symbolic execution, as demonstrated by Springer and Feng, offers
great promise as a tertiary method for reverse engineering [48].
The next subsection reviews the Darpa Cyber Grand Challenge and
its results to understand the benefit of symbolic execution.

2.2

Darpa Cyber Grand Challenge

In August 2016, Darpa held the Cyber Grand Challenge competition
at the DEF CON security conference [47]. The contest pitted seven
teams against each other to build a cyber reasoning system capable
of automatically finding bugs, exploiting the bugs on other teams,

and formulating patches on their systems. Over 95 rounds, the competition scored each team on the availability of services, security
of services (whether the bug had been exploited on their systems),
and evaluation (whether the team successfully exploited the bug on
other teams’ systems). The winning prize of USD 2,000,000 attracted
top academic and industry researchers to develop novel approaches
for exploit development.
The winning team ForAllSecure, closely aligned with Carnegie
Melon University, demonstrated the practicality of concolic execution (the combination of symbolic execution with concrete execution) by generating fuzzing test cases to detect bugs [3]. Their
success also largely depended on their patching strategy, which
leveraged a Bayesian classifier to make reactive decisions based on
the probability of another team’s ability to develop an exploit [3].
Even in the crash of their exploit-throwing framework halfway
through the competition, this strategy succeeded. Shellphish, a
highly-competitive capture-the-flag team associated with UC Santa
Barbara, earned the third-place victory with the development of
several binary analysis tools [44]. Their work, which they opensourced as the angr Framework [46, 50, 58] successfully detected
and exploited the most vulnerabilities against other teams. The success of both teams demonstrated the promise of symbolic execution
as a new analysis method for reverse engineers. Open-sourcing
angr has produced numerous derivative works that showcase the
power of symbolic and concolic execution [18, 19, 29, 59, 60]. However, it has seen limited adoption by cybersecurity curriculum. Both
the NSA Cyber Center of Excellence Knowledge Units and NICE
Cybersecurity Workforce Skills only focus on traditional static
and dynamic reverse engineering methods for analysis [38, 41].
However, Springer and Feng [48] provided an initial approach for
introducing symbolic execution into the curriculum, challenging
students to solve capture-the-flag problems with angr.
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COURSE OVERVIEW

This section describes the course model for our undergraduate
binary reverse engineering course. The course meets twice weekly
for 75 minutes each class over 16 weeks. It is the fourth course in a
six-course sequence for our cyber operations concentration. Our
students are pursuing a variety of computing discipline degrees. The
course prerequisites include an introductory cybersecurity course
and an assembly programming course. We designed the course
to satisfy the mandatory NSA CAE Cyber Operations Knowledge
Units for reverse engineering. Based on this standard, the student
outcomes include the following:
(1) Use industry tools to safely perform static and dynamic analysis of software of unknown origin, including obfuscation,
to fully understand the software’s functionality.
(2) Analyze binaries using reverse engineering tools including
disassembling, debugging and virtualizing software in sandbox environments.
(3) Describe the techniques specifying program behavior, the
classes of well-known defects, and how they manifest themselves in various languages.
The course topics, listed in Table 1, graduate students from the
basics of binary analysis to exploitation. We follow a lecture with
labs model where we balance theoretical lessons with practical labs.

Table 1: The course balances theory-based lessons with practical labs and contemporary research.
Lesson
AMD64 Assembly Refresher
Dynamic Analysis Approaches & Tools
Static Analysis Approaches & Tools
ELF Executable File Format
Automating Binary Analysis
Binary Obfuscation
Anti Reverse Engineering Techniques
Reverse Engineering Network Functions
Symbolic Execution
ARM64 Architecture
Reverse Engineering Windows Binaries
Binary Exploitation

References
[30, 32]
[20, 22, 49]
[21, 43]
[32, 54]
[6–8]
[16, 17, 27, 28, 52]
[56]
[55]
[23, 44, 46, 50, 58]
[2, 31]
[25, 33, 42]
[1, 26, 53]

In the following section, we expand on the design of these experiential learning labs. We provide students with reference materials
from a broad array of sources. As mentioned in [4], the topic of
reverse engineering lacks the traditional computing discipline resources. As recommended in [9], our materials span across technical
references, industry-standard documents, academic publications,
contemporary reverse engineer videos, blog posts, and security
conference presentations. We carefully chose these nontraditional
materials. In particular, we observed students enjoyed the technical
content from LiveOverflow, a Google-sponsored researcher who
produces reverse-engineering videos on YouTube [20–22].
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COURSE IMPLEMENTATION

The following section describes the infrastructure and labs for the
course. Specifically, we examine how the labs exercised the core
competencies of reverse engineering and prepared the students for
the culminating competition.

4.1

Course Infrastructure

We hosted our labs and associated services on the CTFd [13] capturethe-flag platform. CTFd provides an accessible user interface to host
binaries, challenges and provide immediate feedback to students
and instructors [13]. This approach also benefited remote students
as our university operated in a hybrid model due to the current
pandemic. To reduce the impact on our IT staff, we leased a CTFd
server that hosted our challenges and services for USD 20 per month.
Further, we purchased personal (academic) licenses of the Binary
Ninja [57] reverse engineering platform for students at the cost
of USD 79 per student. Although we prefer the user experience of
Binary Ninja, we concede the freely available Ghidra [43] offers
similar debugging, plugin, and intermediate language support and
can achieve the same outcomes. Additionally, Hex-Rays offers free
educational licenses for the IDA decompiler for x86, AMD64, ARM
and ARM64 architectures [24]. We also provided students with a
Docker image to standardize student environments and analytical tools. As we discuss in Section 6, standardizing environments
reduces the troubleshooting surface area for instructors. The following paragraphs expand on the specific labs.

4.2

Course Labs

The practice-based experiential labs in the following subsections
graduate students from the basics of binary analysis to exploitation.
We gradually increased lab difficulty during the course. Further, we
isolate the outcomes for each lab to emphasize a unique competency
of reverse engineering, including dynamic analysis, static analysis,
analysis automation, symbolic execution, and reversing different
architectures.

4.3

Dynamic Analysis Lab: Bomb-Lab

Our first lab, the bomb-lab, introduced students to dynamic analysis.
We based the bomb-lab on a traditional computer science program,
which familiarizes students with the basics of debugging [10]. Our
lab consisted of five levels, each that requested specific user input
to successfully disarm the bomb. We carefully crafted each level to
introduce students to the concepts of calling convention, memory
management, recognizing programming constructs, and tracing the
program execution. We primed the lab in the prior lecture, reviewing these concepts. We found that the distribution mechanism of
the lab proved critical to producing student outcomes. Modern binary analysis frameworks (Binary Ninja, Ghidra, Ida) all de-compile
binaries to high-level intermediate language (HLIL). This representation, which represents pseudocode of the source code, defeats the
lab outcome of recognizing program constructs from assembly code.
As such, we changed the distribution to a web-based interface and
did not distribute the binary. This web interface, which provided
students with a command-line gdb session, protected students from
bypassing the outcomes. Further, we challenged students to solve
all the levels to earn their Binary Ninja license. With this additional
motivation, we observed that all the students solved the lab within
the class-allotted time.

4.4

Static Analysis Lab: Math Problems

Our next lab introduced students to static analysis. Modern decompilers present a challenge for reverse engineering educators.
Reversing a compiled program to a high-level representation was
previously a rite-of-passage for reverse engineering students. This
task requires a painstaking but necessary student effort to trace
the assembly code and maintain the state of the program stack and
memory registers (when possible). However, we must approach
this problem differently in an era of modern decompilers. Previous
works have addressed this challenge by adding substantial complexity to the problem with obfuscated code [16]. Such approaches
rely on camouflaging the code’s intent with jump tables, opaque
predicates, and unreachable blocks. We shared concerns about prematurely introducing complexity and obfuscation too early to undergraduate students. Ultimately, we settled on a partial approach
by developing problems that would force students to understand
the underlying instructions. This approach required students to
trace the program memory through a combination of add, shl, sub,
imul, pop, and mov instructions. However, the decompiler resolves
the binary code to a representation similar to the source.
return zx.q((((arg1 + 0x65) « 8) - (arg1 + 0x65)) * 0x909090)

While the decompiler’s representation offers some clarity, we added
minor complexity to the problem. Specifically, we made the problem only solvable via an integer overflow. This approach forced
students to trace through the instructions, identify data types, and
understand how the specific math operations handle results that
exceed the data type.

4.5

Automation Lab: Networking Annotation

Next, we introduced students to automating the analysis of assembly code. Specifically, we asked the students to develop a plugin
that annotated the networking calls from a disassembled binary.
We directed students to use the Binary Ninja reverse engineering
platform to add comments when a binary program made a networking call via a wrapper function or system call. Listing 1 shows a
successful student solution that labels the Linux system call (0x31)
as a socket bind() call and parses the IP, Port, and address length
from memory registers. The Binary Ninja API provides a powerful
function that resolves memory register values at a program address. Students leveraged this powerful feature to determine the
parameters for each networking call. To verify student solutions, we
generated twelve Linux Metasploit Meterpreter binaries. This dataset
of binaries proved ideal as it included both wrapper and system calls
for networking functions across TCP, HTTP, and ICMP channels.
We found that this lab served as an excellent bridge between the
analysis and automation aspects of reverse engineering. Further, we
challenged students to use documentation, specifically the Linux
man-pages, to determine how to resolve internet addresses from
their stored reverse network byte ordering. We observed that this
lab introduced greater anxiety and student apprehension than previous labs. Despite these observations, we argue that this lab proved
an essential element of our design as the culminating exploitation
competition requires substantial automation from students. In future course offerings, we intend to introduce the Binary Ninja API
earlier in the course materials to reduce student anxiety about
interfacing with a new API.

4.6

Symbolic Execution Lab: AngrY Challenges

Halfway through the course, we introduced symbolic execution
as an analysis method. We hypothesize that introducing this concept too early in a reverse engineering class presents challenges.
Like providing a calculator while initially learning addition, the
tool could prevent student growth. Waiting until the midway point
allowed us to ensure students could understand the how instead of
just applying the tool. Our AngrY Challenges lab introduced students
to symbolic execution as a tertiary analysis method for reverse engineering. In a similar approach to [48], we presented students with
complex capture-the-flag binary programs. Each program prompted
the user for an input and then ran that input through a series of
permutations. The program then checked the final permutation
against a pre-calculated value. When the user entered the correct
input, the program outputted a flag. Instead of tracing or debugging the complex series of permutations, we encouraged students
to leverage symbolic execution as a mechanism for solving the
problem. Our previous in-class lectures demonstrated the theory
behind symbolic execution and introduced the angr binary analysis
framework [58]. While students generally succeeded at this lab, we

Listing 1: Example student results that annotated the networking calls of a de-compiled binary.
00400084 4897
xchg
rdi, rax
00400086 52
push
rdx
00400087 c7042402007a69
mov
dword [rsp], 0x697a0002
0040008e 4889e6
mov
rsi, rsp
00400091 6a10
push
0x10
00400093 5a
pop
rdx
00400094 6a31
push
0x31
00400096 58
pop
rax
00400097 0f05
syscall
// bind(fd=<RV>, sockaddr=[IP=0.0.0.0, Port=31337], addrlen=16)

believe we missed an opportunity to explore complex use-cases for
symbolic execution. Leveraging minimal knowledge of the input
constraints and conditional branches, students developed angr solution scripts that symbolically solved valid inputs. We intend to
have students explore how to model memory registers and identify
unconstrained program execution paths in future class offerings.
We believe this misstep partially contributed to the limited adoption
of symbolic execution in the culminating competition.

4.7

Other Architectures Lab: ARM Challenges

We presented the students with similar CTF problems to the previous labs in the final lab but compiled the programs as ARM64
binaries. ARM64, also known as ARMv8, is a 64-bit reduced instruction set architecture. Smartphones and Internet-of-Things (IoT)
devices commonly leverage ARM64 processors due to the lower
power utilization. We lectured students on the instruction set in
the corresponding lesson, highlighting the unique differences between AMD64 and ARM64 architectures. We illustrated the differences between the calling conventions, memory registers, page
tables, and system calls. However, we purposely spent minimal
time demonstrating how to use tools to statically, dynamically, or
symbolically analyze ARM64 binaries. Instead, we leveraged this
opportunity to challenge students to synthesize their understanding
of reverse engineering. By presenting students a different architecture, we challenged them to demonstrate their ability to develop
architecture-independent reverse engineering analysis approaches.
This approach challenged the students to compose solutions rather
than walk through choreographed debugging steps. We observed
that student challenges revolved around creating debugging environments. While Docker can develop containers for different
architectures (ARM, MIPS), it does not fully implement the ptrace
capability required to run a debugger. After some significant student struggles, we provided our students with a Docker image that
allowed Qemu user-mode to execute and debug ARMv8 binaries.

5 EXPLOIT GENERATION COMPETITION
5.1 Overview
The automatic exploit competition, which served as the final exam,
allowed students to synthesize reverse engineering concepts by exploring binary exploitation. We challenged students to write a tool
that automatically detected and exploited program vulnerabilities.

Listing 2: Example of a student solution that leveraged dynamic analysis, static analysis, and symbolic execution to
develop an exploit.
# dynamic analysis: detect buffer overflow from coredump
padding = cyclic_find(core.read(core.rsp, 8), n=8)
# static analysis: resolve execve() call from symbol table
execve = p64(self.elf.sym['execve'])
# symbolic execution: construct gadgets to populate parameters
angr_p = angr.Project(self.file)
angr_rop = angr_p.analyses.ROP()
angr_rop.find_gadgets_single_threaded()
chain = angr_rop.write_to_mem(data_section, b"/bin/sh\x00")
chain += angr_rop.set_regs(rdi=data_section, rsi=0, rdx=0)
# exploit is constructed from all analysis methods
self.exploit = b'a'*padding + chain.payload_str() + execve

To balance the potential negative impacts of competition [5, 45],
we divided the students into three balanced teams for the competition. We provided students with an initial sample of ten vulnerable
binaries. The competition tested the teams’ ability to automatically
analyze and exploit the original binaries and an additional 85 vulnerable binaries. As proof of vulnerability (PoV), students had to
redirect program execution to display the contents of a flag file.
The following section discusses the classes of vulnerabilities in the
programs.

5.2

Bug Classes and Exploit Techniques

We limited the scope of vulnerabilities to stack overflows and format
string specifier vulnerabilities, most commonly found in beginner
CTF competitions [11]. We avoided more complex vulnerability
types, including heap and type confusion bugs, introduced later in
our concentration. We compiled the 64-bit Linux ELF binaries with
non-executable (NX) stack protection to require students to leverage multiple exploitation techniques. However, we did not enable
stack canaries, address space layout randomization (ASLR), or full
relocation read-only (RELRO), which would require more complex
exploitation techniques. Additionally, we left the symbol tables in
the binary and provided students with a list of standardized variable
and function names. As an example, twelve binaries contained a
win() function that would display a flag if called. We crafted the program vulnerabilities such that individual solutions might require
multiple exploitation techniques to succeed. For example, a sample
program could contain a stack-based buffer overflow and a format
string specifier vulnerability. The format string specifier vulnerability might allow leaking the randomized base address of the libc
library. Subsequently, the stack buffer overflow can be leveraged
into overwriting the return pointer to redirect execution into the
one-gadget return-oriented programming (ROP) chain in the libc
library. The following list contains the scope of vulnerabilities and
exploitation techniques required for students to succeed.

Stack-Based Buffer Overflows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

ret2win
ret2execve
ret2syscall
ret2libc/one-gadget
rop parameter-passing gadgets
rop write-what-where gadgets

Format String Specifier Vulnerabilities :
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

5.3

arbitrary read of variable
arbitrary read of libc address
arbitrary write variable primtive
arbitrary write of global offset table

Competition Environment

We provided students with a Docker container that standardized the
competition environment. The environment contained a limited set
of additional tools, including the pwntools exploit development library, one_gadget, ROPGadget, ropper, unicorn, capstone, z3-solver,
qiling, gdb, pwndbg, and angr. We also allowed students to submit
patches to the environment if their solution required additional
tooling. Initially, we implemented this environment on an Ubuntu
20.20 container. However, the default GNU Libc Library (GLIBC) in
Ubuntu 20.20 implements protection that requires a 16-bit aligned
stack before a call instruction. After listening to initial student
concerns about the complexity introduced by this protection, we
changed to a Kali container with a Libc version that did not implement this protection. While we installed angr, we did not explicitly
install the additional angrop tool for using symbolic execution to
construct ROP chains. We believe this misstep partially contributed
to the limited adoption of static analysis in student solutions. As the
winning team identified, angrop provides a powerful mechanism to
identify ROP gadgets for setting registers and write-primitives.

5.4

Student Results

Table 2 reports the student results of the competition. Student solutions far exceeded our expectations for the initial course offering.
While students had initial reservations about the complexity of the
problem, they showed great enthusiasm and excitement in class.
Notably, students enjoyed running the competition live, watching their solutions exploit binaries and display flags. The winning
team leveraged a combination of static analysis, dynamic analysis,
and symbolic execution to identify and exploit over 80% of the
vulnerable programs. Listing 2 depicts a snippet of their solution
that demonstrates this approach for solving a stack-based buffer
overflow via a ret2execve exploit technique. First, the students dynamically sent incrementally sized input to detect buffer overflows
until a segmentation fault produced a core dump file that overwrites
the stack. Next, they statically analyzed the symbol table to see if
it contained an address for the execve call to execute a program.
Finally, they leveraged symbolic execution to identify a write primitive and set memory registers for the call to execve("/bin/sh",0,0).
The two other teams followed similar approaches but failed to leverage symbolic execution to identify gadgets. Rather than leveraging
symbolic execution, they used the pwnlib.rop.rop library from pwntools to statically identify ROP chains for setting memory registers

Table 2: The competition results, indicating that students
adopted a variety of techniques for exploiting the binaries.
Team
SADD3R
Oh Man!
Solar Panth3r

Static
Analysis
✓
✓
✓

Dynamic
Analysis
✓
✓
✓

Symbolic
Execution
✓

Successfully
Exploited
40.0 % (38)
54.7 % (52)
82.1 % (78)

and write primitives. This limited approach yielded success for the
initial challenges. However, our competition binaries required more
complex ROP chains, requiring a symbolic execution approach. The
winning team’s only limiting factor was identifying functions to
overwrite in the global offset table (GOT). After the competition
(during the holiday break), the students enthusiastically submitted
a patch that successfully exploited all the vulnerable binaries.

6 LESSONS LEARNED
6.1 Successes
Students Enthusiasm & Confidence: A key insight of our work
is that binary exploitation offers an exciting framework to engage
reverse engineering students. Before the final exam, students expressed informal comments suggesting their uncertainty and anxiety about writing an automatic exploit generation tool. Only limited
students had previous exposure to beginner CTF binary exploitation
challenges, favoring traditional reverse engineering or forensics
CTF challenges. While we extensively primed the students for success, we also feared the competition complexity would challenge
students. However, binary exploitation excited students to learn
new tools and explore different analysis methods. We watched
as students gained enthusiasm for preparing their tools. We observed that the cooperative approach yielded success as students
felt comfortable scoping a solution to a particular element. Individual students focused on different aspects of the problem, including
developing format string specifier harnesses or ROP chain constructors. Further, we observed that students took pride in their
solutions, publishing them to GitHub and developing them for future CTF competitions. Notably, the winning team expanded their
tool to exploit 100% of the competition binaries.
Standardizing with Docker: We observed throughout the course
that standardizing our lab and competition environments on Docker
virtualization platforms offered substantial benefits to both instructors and students. Installing reverse engineering tools and frameworks proves an often frustrating task of chasing library dependencies while managing program version conflicts. Further, differences
between the instructor workstation and students’ layouts can substantially increase student anxiety about an already complex topic.
To this end, we discovered that baselining students on the same
Docker image for lessons and labs significantly reduced this frustration and stress. In previous offerings, we distributed virtual course
machines in OVF format. These images often exceed several GiB
of memory and occasionally require an update. In contrast, we
found that we could update and redistribute Dockerfiles as small
text-based files. These Dockerfiles allowed students to rapidly update their environments to support a new tool, as in the ARM64

lab. Further, we could also quickly identify an issue in a student’s
solution when their workstations mirrored our environments.

6.2

Challenges

Greater Adoption of Symbolic Execution: We will emphasize
symbolic execution as a tertiary analysis method in future course
offerings. Reviewing the competition results, we realized the AngrY
Lab challenges did not provide students with enough context to
leverage symbolic execution. We believe that a more substantial
introduction to symbolic execution would result in greater adoption in the competition. To this end, we identified opportunities for
holistic integration into the existing course materials. For example,
we could present angr’s claripy as an alternate approach to the
Math Challenges Lab. Further, we could use angr to identify opaque
predicates during our code-obfuscation topic. Additionally, we must
expand the AngrY Lab challenges to introduce modeling unconstrained paths and memory write primitives. Further, we intend to
provide students with an updated Docker image containing more
symbolic execution tools, including angrop and usage examples.
Ethical Concerns: As we have discussed in previous works [39, 40,
51], we incorporate a significant examination of professional behaviors, legal ramifications of abuse, and ethics into our concentration.
Initial coursework discusses the Computer and Fraud Abuse Act,
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act, and our university’s acceptable use policy. While
we require students to resign an ethics contract every semester,
we believe our most powerful method to prevent abuse is frequent
deliberate dialogues with students.
Formal Evaluation: Our work examines the initial experience
report of the first iteration of our course. We did not capture user
surveys before or during the course. We acknowledge that a formal
evaluation would benefit a comprehensive analysis of the proposed
methods. We plan to conduct evaluations in future works, specifically examining the balance between confidence and anxiety in the
automatic exploit generation competition.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented our undergraduate course on binary reverse engineering. Our approach balances theory-based instruction
with experiential learning. The course culminates with a binary
exploitation competition, which challenges students to develop
tools that automatically detect and exploit program vulnerabilities.
We argue that a binary exploitation competition provides a unique
opportunity to exercise modern reverse engineering techniques.
We share our detailed design, labs, experiences, and lessons learned
from this course for others to build on our initial success.
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